A nonlinear simulation of the NASA Generic Transport Model was used to investigate the effects of errors in sensor measurements, mass properties, and aircraft geometry on the accuracy of dynamic models identified from flight data. Measurements from a typical system identification maneuver were systematically and progressively deteriorated and then used to estimate stability and control derivatives within a Monte Carlo analysis. Based on the results, recommendations were provided for maximum allowable errors in sensor measurements, mass properties, and aircraft geometry to achieve desired levels of dynamic modeling accuracy. Results using other flight conditions, parameter estimation methods, and a full-scale F-16 nonlinear aircraft simulation were compared with these recommendations.
This work employed a simulation of the NASA Generic Transport Model (GTM), which describes the rigid body flight dynamics of a subscale, transport type aircraft having mass and geometry parameters listed in Table 1 . The GTM simulation was selected for analysis because it is a high-fidelity, nonlinear simulation of a subscale aircraft. The GTM was designed to represent a conventional transport type aircraft, having relatively well-known flight dynamics and behaviors. Additionally, the GTM was chosen because a truth model can be extracted from the simulation using finite differences and compared to the Monte Carlo analysis results. The GTM simulates the nonlinear, six degree of freedom, rigid body dynamics of the aircraft. Aerodynamic control surfaces include the elevator, aileron, rudder, spoilers, stabilizers, and flaps. The aerodynamic model used in the GTM is derived from a series of wind tunnel tests conducted at the NASA Langley Research Center. 10 A 5.5% scaled wind tunnel model was tested in the 14 ft by 22 ft subsonic wind tunnel using static and forced oscillation tests to generate an aerodynamic database. That database was augmented with data from rotary balance tests conducted using a 3.5% scaled wind tunnel model in the 20 ft vertical spin tunnel. A polynomial-based aerodynamic model was then extracted from the database using multivariate orthogonal functions, expanded in the aircraft states and controls, and is implemented in the simulation. 1, 11, 12 The GTM also includes two turbojet engines, the dynamics for which are modeled as a first order lag from the pilot throttle input to the thrust output. This model is based on multivariate orthogonal functions identified from ground testing, with ram drag corrections that vary with altitude and airspeed.
The GTM software is written as MATLAB R code. The user provides an initial state vector and a time history of control surface inputs. The simulation computes time histories of the aircraft translational and rotational positions, velocities, and accelerations, as well as power and thrust states. Additional tools are provided to trim the aircraft and generate linear perturbation models about those trim conditions using central finite differences.
B. Nominal Perturbation Maneuver
Simulation data from a single nominal flight maneuver were examined. For this maneuver, the GTM was trimmed for straight and level flight at a 1200 ft altitude and a 130 ft/s airspeed, which is a typical flight condition for this aircraft. 13 The simulation code determined trim values of +4.52 deg angle of attack, +1.40 deg elevator deflection, and 15% throttle for this condition.
Orthogonal, phase-optimized, multi-sine control input perturbations 1, 14 were chosen to excite the GTM for system identification. These multiple-axis inputs are commonly used for system identification at NASA Langley Research Center and have led to good modeling results in a variety of flight conditions including straight and level, hypersonic, high sideslip angles, and post-stall flight. 14, 15 Each of the elevator, aileron, and rudder control surface deflections had the form
where δ 0 is the trim value, ∆δ(t) is the perturbation, a k is the amplitude, T is the excitation record length, φ k is the phase angle, ω k = 2πk/T is the excitation frequency, and K is the set of available frequencies for that input. The excitation record length was chosen as T = 35 s, which corresponds to a fundamental frequency of 0.0286 Hz, to provide enough information content for system identification. Excitation frequencies were selected as integer multiples of this fundamental frequency, between the range 0.2 Hz and 2.0 Hz, where the rigid body dynamics of interest typically reside. Because these frequencies are harmonic multiples, they are mutually orthogonal and were excited simultaneously to shorten experiment durations without correlating data and deteriorating estimation results. Excitation frequencies were assigned to the inputs in an alternating manner to fully span the bandwidth of the input. For simplicity, amplitudes were selected to have uniform power and normalized such that the elevator, aileron, and rudder have perturbation amplitudes
(2) of 2.0 deg, 0.5 deg, and 1.5 deg, respectively, where M is the number of frequency indices used in the input. These amplitudes are typical of those used in practice; 15 smaller amplitudes result in lower signal-to-noise ratios and larger amplitudes introduce nonlinearities. The phase angles were determined using a simplex search optimization to minimize the relative peak factors
of the inputs to keep the aircraft near the trim condition for linear modeling. These excitation inputs are parameterized in Table 2 .
The GTM was simulated with these inputs at the reference flight condition and the resulting time history data is shown in Figure 1 . Amplitudes of the responses are small enough to use for linear modeling, but large enough to produce good modeling results. Airspeed, air flow angles, and rotational velocity outputs all remain within the region of validity of the aerodynamic database. 10
III. Methods

A. Aerodynamic Modeling
Observing the conventional simplifying assumptions for a rigid body flight dynamics model of a fixed-wing aircraft, 1, 16, 17 the nonlinear equations of motion can be rearranged to compute the aerodynamic force and moment coefficients 
by substituting measured flight data. 1 The mass, inertia, wing reference area, mean aerodynamic chord, and wingspan of the aircraft are typically known before the flight test. Dynamic pressure, rotational velocities, and translational accelerations are measured by on-board sensors. Rotational accelerations are found by smoothly differentiating angular velocity measurements. 1 The longitudinal coefficient C X is not included here because it is associated with the slower phugoid mode and is often excluded from a control law design. The aerodynamic force and moment coefficients in Eq.(4) were modeled in terms of the aircraft states and controls with the linear expansions 1, 16, 17
valid for small deviations about the trim condition, where ∆ indicates a perturbation value and the coefficients multiplying the aircraft states and controls are the unknown stability and control derivatives. 
B. Frequency Domain Equation-Error Parameter Estimation
Given the measurements of the aerodynamic coefficients in Eq.(4) and the model structure in Eq.(5), it is a parameter estimation problem to determine the unknown stability and control derivatives that best match the equations to the data. The equation-error method in the frequency domain 1 was employed to estimate the stability and control derivatives. This method ignores sensor noise and modeling error at higher frequencies, has produced good results in practice, and provides a fast analytical solution amenable to Monte Carlo analysis.
The first step is to transform the data into the frequency domain using the Fourier transform. A measured signal has the finite Fourier transform
which, for relatively fast sampling frequencies, can be approximated by the discrete Fourier transform
where ∆t is the sampling period and N is the number of data samples. A high-accuracy chirp-z transform 1, 18 was used to implement the Fourier transform using frequencies between 0.1 Hz and 2.5 Hz, in 0.025 Hz increments.
Each force and moment coefficient in Eq.(5) was arranged into the least-squares framework as
where X contains Fourier transforms of the regressor time histories, θ are the unknown stability and control derivatives, and e contains the Fourier transform of the error. Minimization of the least-squares cost function
results in the parameter estimates and uncertaintŷ
where the equation-error variance σ 2 was estimated from the model residuals. 1 The model fits to the frequency domain force and moment coefficient data using the equation-error method are shown in Figure 2 (a). The models fit the data well, as indicated by coefficients of determination above 0.99 and the small residuals shown in Figure 2 (b) at one tenth the scale. No unmodeled dynamics are evident within the 2.5 Hz bandwidth. Finite differences were used to interrogate the simulation and determine a truth model for the stability and control derivatives with which to compare the estimation results. Perturbations for the finite differences were selected as the maximum deviations from the trim values in the flight data. The equation-error results were generally within two standard deviations of the true model parameters, further indicating an accurate estimation and that there is sufficient information content in the data for identification. True values and estimates of the stability and control derivatives are listed in Table 3 . Differences between the frequency domain equation-error results and the finite differences are due to noise on the measurements, which bias the estimated parameters, as well as modeling error due to linearization and assuming the longitudinal and lateral/directional motions decouple.
IV. Results
The Monte Carlo method was used to evaluate the model accuracy under different measurement errors. In each case, unique Gaussian random noise sequences were used to produce 100:1 signal-to-noise ratios on the surface angle deflection measurements and 20:1 signal-to-noise ratios on the remaining measurements in Figure 1 to make the study more realistic. Afterwards, selected measurements were sequentially and gradually deteriorated to various levels, as discussed later, and parameter estimation results of the stability and control derivatives were recorded. To assure that results had converged, one thousand runs were performed for each measurement selected and for each level of deterioration. Figures were generated for only the primary, on-axis stability and control derivatives. The secondary, off-axis derivatives are generally less important for performance analysis and control synthesis, and their estimates diverged more quickly with measurement degradation. Each plot marker represents the mean value of one thousand different estimates. The error bars represent the two-standard-deviation spread of those results. The dashed lines show the ±10% bounds of the finite difference values. When the twostandard-deviation bars extend past the error bounds of the finite difference values, that derivative no longer meets that error criteria. A table of recommendations is presented in Section V to summarize these results. A more detailed description of the results of this study is forthcoming in a technical memorandum.
A. Sensor Measurement Resolution
Sensor measurements were degraded by quantizing the noisy measurements to various degrees before using the data in the parameter estimation process. This mimics manufacturer sensor resolutions and the analogto-digital conversion process that occurs in flight hardware. As an example, Figure 3 (a) shows the angle of attack and side slip angle time histories of the nominal data set with added noise. Figure 3 (b) then shows these time histories quantized with a resolution of 0.6 degrees. Depending on the random noise sequence and the quantization level, the measurement can take on different values than the original time series, which impacts the parameter estimation. After all the measurements had noise added and a particular set of measurements were quantized, stability and control derivatives were estimated and results were recorded. Figure 4 shows, for example, the primary stability and control derivatives estimated for various levels of quantization on the air flow angle measurements. At full resolution with no quantization error, the nominal estimation case presented in Figure 2 and Table 3 is recovered.
As the quantization becomes coarser, stability and control derivative estimates increase only slightly in variance. This is because the noise on the measurements is small compared to the magnitude of the signals in the frequency region where the estimation occurs. The bias, however, increases significantly with measurement error and causes the estimates to diverge from the true solutions, as seen in Figure 4 . The lateral/directional dynamics typically diverge faster than the longitudinal dynamics because there are more parameters to estimate and more information is consequently needed to achieve good estimates. As the degradation progresses, the damping derivatives generally diverge first, followed by the control derivatives, and then the static derivatives. Damping derivatives are typically difficult to accurately estimate in practice, as indicated by the order of magnitude larger error bounds in Table 3 . The control derivatives are usually estimated well because system identification requires good control surface excitation. Finally, static derivatives are usually well-estimated because they are strong parameters that tend to dominate the flight dynamic responses. The off-axis parameters, such as C n δa , are not shown because they are generally smaller in value and lesser in importance than the on-axis derivatives, such as C n δr . These parameters also tend to diverge quicker with degrading measurement resolutions.
Several other measurement sources were degraded in addition to air flow angle sensors. Among them were gyroscopes, which measure the rotational velocities p, q, r that appear in Eq.(4) and (5) . Linear accelerometers measure the translational accelerations a y and a z , which only affect the side force C Y and heave force C Z coefficients. The control surface deflection angles δ e , δ a , δ r are measured using potentiometers. The dynamic pressure is measured using a Pitot-static tube, and then the airspeed is calculated using V = 2q/ρ (11) where the air density ρ is found using a standard atmosphere table. Errors were not introduced into the Euler angle solutions or the GPS position measurements because these do not appear in Eq.(4). Additionally, a method has recently been developed for reconstructing air flow angle measurements from gyroscopes and Euler angle measurements (which can also be reconstructed if not available). 19 For small perturbations about a trim condition at a low angle of attack, the differential equationṡ
can be integrated from initial conditions using flight data measurements to reconstruct angle of attack and sideslip angle. By reconstructing these time series, fewer sensors are needed, which reduces weight, complexity, and calibration times. Stability and control derivatives were also estimated while reconstructing angle of attack and sideslip angle using degraded gyroscope and accelerometer measurements.
B. Mass Properties and Aircraft Geometry
Measurements of the mass distribution and aircraft geometry were degraded by adding a uniformly distributed, random bias to each of the mass and geometry properties. This type of error results from incorrect knowledge of the aircraft properties. In the case of the mass distribution, random biases were simultaneously added to the mass m and the inertias I xx , I yy , I zz , and I xz , and then parameter estimation was performed. Typically these measurements are performed on the ground, before flight test data collection, using drafting software or experimental swinging techniques. Errors develop due to low fidelity modeling; inaccuracies in measuring sub-component mass, inertia, and geometry; and systematic errors in conducting the swing tests. These parameters affect the nondimensionalization of the aerodynamic force and moment coefficients. The impact of errors on the mass distribution, for example, are shown in Figure 5 . With no error, the stability and control derivative estimates are very close to the true values from the finite differences. As the measurement degrades, the mean estimates remain approximately the same, but the variation increases. The effect of the product of inertia I xz was also examined. This parameter is time consuming to find experimentally because the test model has to be mounted at an angle and then swung. As measurements get progressively worse, the product of inertia becomes more important; for better measurements, I xz may be safely ignored without much effect on the parameter estimates. Measurements of the aircraft geometry, described by the mean aerodynamic chordc, the wingspan b, and the wing area S, were simultaneously degraded while estimating stability and control derivatives. These values typically come from measurements or drafting software computations, and appear in the nondimensionalization of the force and moment coefficients as well as in the aerodynamic model regressors. The resulting parameter estimation errors follow the same trend as those for the mass distribution variation.
C. Comparisons
The results discussed in the previous two sections were for one aircraft flying at one trim condition and using one method of parameter estimation. To begin to understand how such factors may influence the parameter estimation error trends, the analysis was first repeated for different trim conditions. Figure 6 shows the pitching moment stability and control derivatives under degrading gyroscope measurements for trim angles of attack between 0 deg and 10 degrees. The GTM was not trimmed at or above stall in this analysis, but such flight conditions may be considered in the future. Although the numerical values of the stability and control derivatives change with varying trim conditions, the character of the estimate divergence does not and the supplied recommendations remain consistent.
The equation-error method in the frequency domain was also changed to the equation-error method in the time domain to reveal how sensitive the recommendation results are to the parameter estimation technique. This was done using the same general approach, but using time-domain data directly, instead of first transforming the time-domain data into the frequency domain. Analysis in the time domain introduced larger biases into the stability and control estimates and caused them to diverge faster than the corresponding frequency domain estimates. This can be seen, for instance, by comparing the gyroscope degradation results at the nominal trim condition in Figure 7 to the corresponding results in Figure 6 . Recall that the nominal angle of attack is 4.52 degrees. For example, the pitch damping C mq exceeds 10% bounds at about 6 deg/s resolution when using the frequency domain analysis, but at only 4 deg/s resolution when using the time domain analysis. Other parameters, such as C Yr and C lp do not fall within the 10% bounds even with no measurement deterioration. Unmodeled dynamics, such as sensor noise, quantization error, and quantization chatter, create these biases in the time domain analysis. The frequency domain analysis is more robust to these types of error since only the low frequency data up to 2.5 Hz are considered. Therefore, the supplied recommendations for measurements accuracies may be overly optimistic if a time domain equation-error method is used. Output-error in the time domain is another parameter estimation technique that will be considered in the future and compared with previous results.
The analysis was also applied to the nonlinear F-16 simulation 1, 20 supplied in SIDPAC to begin to understand how the recommendations scale with aircraft size. The F-16 was trimmed for straight and level flight at a 10,000 ft altitude and with a 450 ft/s airspeed and 5 deg angle of attack, which represents a typical flight condition. Although the GTM and the F-16 have different mass properties, stability and control derivative estimation results with degrading measurements showed similar trends and consistent accuracy recommendations. Previous studies 5, 7 reported differently, but this is expected to be caused by the use of dimensional derivatives which do not take into account vehicle size and mass properties. Therefore, results are more robust to vehicle size when using normalized stability and control derivatives.
V. Conclusions
Errors in sensor measurements, mass properties, and aircraft geometry are important factors that impact the identification of stability and control derivatives for applications including performance analysis, flight simulator development, and control synthesis. One particular application concerns small and low cost unmanned air vehicles, where it is desired to have good modeling results using inexpensive hardware. This paper investigated these dependencies using a nonlinear simulation of a subscale transport type aircraft. A system identification maneuver was designed to excite all axes of the aircraft dynamic response using orthogonal phase-optimized multi-sines. After a model structure was chosen, parameter estimation was performed in the frequency domain using the equation-error method. Parameter estimation in this nominal case had low errors and matched the data well, indicating an appropriate model structure and that there was enough information content in the data. This process was repeated for various states of measurement deterioration.
The primary contribution of this paper is Table 4 , which recommends minimum measurement accuracy budgets for meeting 5% and 10% error margins on the stability and control derivative estimates. These recommendations were obtained by progressively degrading sensor measurements, one at a time, and observing how the estimates change within a Monte Carlo analysis. Thus, exceeding the recommendation in a single measurement produces estimates likely to exceed the accuracy tolerance. In practice, a 10% error margin on the stability and control derivatives is usually sufficient. These recommendations can be used as guidelines for flight test specification and design, and for flight test planning and execution. Additional findings can be enumerated as the following:
1. Accurate estimates of stability and control derivatives can be obtained by reconstructing angle of attack and sideslip angle measurements from gyroscopes and accelerometers; however, to do so, these sensors require at least a three-fold increase in resolution. Nonetheless, this method appears to be a viable alternative to using air flow angle vanes for system identification, as these sensors disturb the local flow, add complexity to the aircraft, and are difficult to calibrate.
2. The product of inertia I xz was found to have a small impact on stability and control derivative estimates if other mass distribution measurements were accurate. This term may therefore be safely ignored to save time and money if aircraft mass distributions are being determined experimentally. Although not difficult in a CAD analysis, experimentally determining this product of inertia is time consuming.
3. Repeated analysis showed that the results listed in Table 4 were not sensitive to the trim conditions below stall. Trim conditions at and above stall were not yet attempted because for transport style aircraft, these represent somewhat unusual flight conditions. 4. Equation-error in the frequency domain used less computation time and was more accurate in estimating stability and control derivatives than equation-error in the time domain. This is because there are fewer data points to use in the frequency domain, which are also more accurate and are not sensitive to the high frequency chatter that occurs from quantization. Table 4 were found to scale to full size aircraft, per analysis using the F-16 nonlinear simulation. This is due to the fact that the effect of most of the varying parameters is taken into account through nondimensionalizing the stability and control derivatives. A more detailed description of these results will be submitted as a technical report. Plots from each case will be included. Additionally, other aircraft, measurements errors, parameter estimation techniques, and trim conditions may be investigated. 
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